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                Experience
our holistic
lifestyle programme
Moving
Mountains
            
            
                A waterfront retreat, woven into the landscape
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                    Framed by lush mountains and set on the serene shores of Lake Maggiore, the Hotel Eden Roc is Switzerland’s only true beach resort.
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                                                                Hotel Eden Roc

                                                            

                                                            
                                                                The Garden of Eden

                                                                Where land and water meet, on the shores of Lake Maggiore. Both the Garden of Eden and the rooms have a direct view of the lake. Under palm trees, the spacious garden offers numerous places to retreat, sunbathe and relax.
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                                                                Hotel Eden Roc

                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Two Michelin Star Restaurant La Brezza

                                                                Marco Campanella's goal is to never let boredom appear on the plate. With success: his creative, daring creations are inspiring. The gourmet restaurant La Brezza has been awarded two Michelin stars and 18 GaultMillau points.
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                                                                Taking responsibility and raising awareness

                                                                As part of the Tschuggen Collection, the first Swiss premium hotel group to combine effective climate protection with the highest standards in the hotel industry, we are convinced that climate change and environmental protection are the most important challenges of our time.
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                                                                The Casa Epper

                                                                The former home and workplace of the expressionist Ignaz Epper is now a place of encounter and tranquillity, at the Hotel Eden Roc. A small museum, perfect for finding inspiration and letting your thoughts run free.
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                                                                Hotel Eden Roc

                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Room to reset

                                                                Peaceful sanctuaries of calm and colour. Our rooms and suites marry exceptional views with unique décor and natural light.

                                                                
                                                                    Explore the rooms
                                                                

                                                            

                                                        

                                                    

                                                


                                

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    

    
        
            

                
                    
Discover the world of Moving Mountains, our signature guest experience program designed to help you restore vitality, reconnect with nature and celebrate joy.
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                    “Mediterranean charm and sublime lakeside views .”
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                Hotel Eden Roc

            

            
                Your summer at Hotel Eden Roc

                
                    

                

                Are you curious about what the summer has in store for you at the Hotel Eden Roc? Find out in our summer brochure how we explore new horizons together on Lake Maggiore, follow the sounds and colours of Ticino and discover Ascona from unique perspectives - enjoy reading!

                    
                        Summer brochure
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                Exhibition

            

            
                Riva exhibition «Immagini del Momento»

                
                    April 27, 2024 - July 31, 2024

                

                From April to July, Casa Epper is showing an exhibition about Carlo Riva's revolutionary boats. Experience the elegance and Italian bellezza through Olaf Tamm's photographs. A glimpse into the elegant lifestyle of the 60s and 70s on the Mediterranean.
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                Safari del Gusto 2024

            

            
                Safari del Gusto 2024 - Edizione Lago Maggiore

                
                    May 10, 2024

                

                Plunge into the fascinating culinary world of Lake Maggiore and join our sixth annual Safari del Gusto "Edizione Lago Maggiore". Immerse yourself in this unique epicurean dining event.
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                La Brezza

            

            
                Champagne Dinner

                
                    May 31, 2024

                

                A rendezvous in a class of its own! An exclusive evening dedicated to the prestigious champagne house Laurent-Perrier. Chef Marco Campanella will take you on a culinary journey with a carefully composed 6-course menu that harmoniously combines each dish with the exquisite champagnes.
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                    Hotel Eden Roc

                

                
                    Stay a little longer – 7 for 6

                    
                        January 1, 2024 - May 17, 2024

                    

                    
                        Extend your stay and experience seven nights for the price of six.
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                    Hotel Eden Roc

                

                
                    Relax and Recharge 

                    
                        February 1, 2024 - September 30, 2024

                    

                    
                        Take a deep breath and let time stand still. Treat yourself to some time out and forget the stresses of everyday life.
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                    Hotel Eden Roc

                

                
                    Just the two of us

                    
                        February 1, 2024 - September 30, 2024

                    

                    
                        Enjoy romantic moments for two. Start the day with a champagne breakfast in your room and round off the evening with an exclusive candlelight dinner - further surprises included.
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                    Hotel Eden Roc 

                

                
                    La Brezza Gourmet Break

                    
                        May 2, 2024 - September 30, 2024

                    

                    
                        A short break from everyday life, a culinary highlight: take advantage of your time out at the Hotel Eden Roc to let two-star chef Marco Campanella surprise and inspire you with a 6-course menu.
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                    Hotel Eden Roc

                

                
                    Selvaggio Golf Trophy

                    
                        October 12, 2024

                    

                    
                        A weekend of sporting competition, Mediterranean ambience and a festive menu: The Golf Trophy, sponsored by Carlo Rampazzi's Atelier Selvaggio and the Hotel Eden Roc, is an annual highlight on the Patriziale golf course in Ascona.
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                Springtime in Ticino: 5 reasons to head to Ascona

                Azure blue lakes, Mediterranean palm trees, an attractive climate and Swiss conviviality: Ticino really does have it all. Read on to find out why you should pack your bags and make your way to Switzerland’s southernmost tip to exper...
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                Casa Epper: A place of inspiration

                Hidden by the entrance to the Hotel Eden Roc is an artistic jewel in a sea of tranquillity: a vibrant place that is a world all of its own. It’s a space where history comes to life and nature is your abundant inspiration.
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                Nourish

            

            
                The star at the (gourmet) helm: Marco Campanella and La Brezza

                Celebrated gourmet eatery La Brezza holds two Michelin stars and 18 GaultMillau points. The star behind this success? Marco Campanella. How the master chef and his team are bringing a breath of fresh air to the culinary world.
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                Press

            

            
                No 1 holiday hotel in "125 Best Hotels in Switzerland" rating

                In Sonntagszeitung’s major hotel rating, the Eden Roc holiday hotel is referred to as a “Dream resort on the most beautiful coastline of Lake Maggiore”. 
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                The perfect time for a cocktail? Any time! 

                Could anything embody the Ticinese joie de vivre better than an aperitivo on the piazza overlooking Lake Maggiore? But cocktails can do much more than that. In the Eden Roc Bar, for example, cocktails tell stories. 
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                The hidden places of Ascona

                Ascona delights with its mediterranean climate and breathtaking landscape. We know the spots where you will be able to find time for yourself and your thoughts and take a break: these are the Hidden Places.
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